
GET OUTSIDE

FOR KIDS

MAKE

LEARN

AFC, along with partners and sponsors, will transform 
the Boddy House at Descanso Gardens into an artistic, 
scientific, and sensory immersion in the sights, sounds and 
smells of a wildlife corridor.

CALENDAR

WATCH

AFC PRESENTS

ROSEMONT NIGHT HIKE
Join AFC advisor and 14th-generation Native Californian Rich Toyon for a night 
hike at the Rosemont Preserve, and learn about the cultural significance of wild lands to 
Native communities.

BIODIVERSITY, WILD LANDS, AND PANDEMICS
Hear a panel of experts discuss the role - and importance - of 
wild lands in promoting public health, and discover some of the 
surprising links between pandemics and conservation.

KIDS CAMERA SAFARI
Join AFC’s youngest wildlife 
photographer on a hike through Descanso 
Gardens; learn how she uses cameras to 
understand the wildlife there and how 
you can do the same; open to all ages.

BACKYARD BAT PROJECT
Hear renowned wildlife biologist Miguel Ordeñana on how 
museum scientists & LA residents are creating the first large-
scale study of bat habitat usage in urban and suburban habitats. NATIVE PLANTS SOAP-MAKING WORKSHOP

Join experts from the Regenerative Collective to learn how to make 
soap from California’s native plant species.

PLEIN AIR NATURE SKETCHING
Join Disney imagineer Joe Rohde to learn how to sketch in the 
great outdoors. No artistic experience required or needed!

GEOLOGIC SECRETS
Explore the history of an AFC property as told through its rocks, geologic features, and 
fault lines, with professor of geology Dafna Golden from Mt. San Antonio College.

“THE CAT THAT CHANGED 
AMERICA”
The amazing story of P-22, a mountain 
lion who lives in Griffith Park in the 
middle of LA; followed by Q&A with 
directors & producers.

“THE LEOPARD IN THE LAND”
A documentary chronicling a month-long 
horseback journey across Mongolia in 
pursuit of elusive snow leopards; followed 
by Q&A with directors & producers.

BUTTERFLY PLANTS
Learn how to create your own butterfly garden with experts and 
plants from the Theodore Payne Foundation.

CAMERA TRAPPING TIPS & TECHNIQUES
Join award-winning wildlife photographer Johanna Turner to 
learn how she captures images in the wild. Discover techniques 
you can use to get started, or raise your camera trapping to the 
next level.

BIRD HIKE
Join experts from Audubon to discover the bird populations of Descanso Gardens.


